Hybrid adaptive classifier ensemble.
Traditional random subspace-based classifier ensemble approaches (RSCE) have several limitations, such as viewing the same importance for the base classifiers trained in different subspaces, not considering how to find the optimal random subspace set. In this paper, we design a general hybrid adaptive ensemble learning framework (HAEL), and apply it to address the limitations of RSCE. As compared with RSCE, HAEL consists of two adaptive processes, i.e., base classifier competition and classifier ensemble interaction, so as to adjust the weights of the base classifiers in each ensemble and to explore the optimal random subspace set simultaneously. The experiments on the real-world datasets from the KEEL dataset repository for the classification task and the cancer gene expression profiles show that: 1) HAEL works well on both the real-world KEEL datasets and the cancer gene expression profiles and 2) it outperforms most of the state-of-the-art classifier ensemble approaches on 28 out of 36 KEEL datasets and 6 out of 6 cancer datasets.